
Faculty Evaluations: PHRM 84400 

Diabetes Products and Accessories Lecture 

Lecture Content SA A D SD N/A Comments 

Specific and measurable learning 
objectives provided 

    x 
Would have helped to have 
for each section of the lecture 

Good balance between disease state and 
drug therapy issues based on lecture need 

    x 
Increase font sizes – see 
additional comments below 

Content and level of detail appropriate for 
audience 

 x    
 

Content presented at the appropriate 
depth and scope  

 x    
 

Instructor prepared for lecture  x     

Slides were well prepared  x     

 

Communication Skills/Presentation Style SA A D SD N/A Comments 

Organized and presented in logical fashion  x     

Appeared comfortable and self-assured  x    Avoid filler words 

Spoke at an appropriate pace, easily heard, 
and avoided distracting mannerisms 

 x    
Fast at times, slowed down 
towards the end 

Instructor motivated me to learn  x     

Instructor engaged audience through 
active learning techniques 

  x   
 

Answered questions with appropriate 
accuracy and depth based on expected 
competency 

    x 
 

 

Strengths: 

Good knowledge of the topic, Nice job on the slides, Good job moving away from the podium and 

around the room, Good comments and patient’s stories, Good job sharing examples of the devices with 

the class, Good commentary on patient relationships, open sharing, importance of trust, Appear 

comfortable in the classroom 

Suggestions for Improvement: 

Give a bit longer of an intro of yourself + your portion of the lecture, A few font sizes too small, keep 

titles at 56-50, main bullets at 32, and sub bullets at 28, Consider bolding white font to help it stand out, 

Expand more on certain material, Increase magnification on the doc cam to help students see things 

better, Develop transition statements between slides to help overall flow of presentation, Add 

interactive learning throughout the presentation, create more slides for information sharing, Be careful 

of filler words like “um” and “kind of”, Utilize a pointer to help direct students on slides better, Be more 

specific on prices for different items,  

 


